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Abstract
Traditional autonomous vehicle pipelines are highly modularized with different
subsystems for localization, perception, actor prediction, planning, and control.
Though this approach provides ease of interpretation, its generalizability to unseen
environments is limited and hand-engineering of numerous parameters is required,
especially in the prediction and planning systems. Recently, Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) has been shown to learn complex strategic games and perform
challenging robotic tasks, which provides an appealing framework for learning to
drive. In this paper, we propose an architecture that learns directly from semantically segmented images along with waypoint features to drive within CARLA
simulator using the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm. We report
significant improvement in performance on the benchmark tasks of driving straight,
one turn and navigation with and without dynamic actors.
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Introduction & Related Work

There has been substantive recent progress towards solving the long standing goal of autonomous
driving [20, 16, 10, 7, 4, 1]. This problem ranges in complexity from learning to navigate in
constrained industrial settings, to learning to drive on highways, to navigation in dense urban
environments. Navigation in dense urban environments requires understanding complex multi agent
dynamics including tracking multiple actors across scenes, predicting intent, and adjusting agent
behavior conditioned on past history. These factors provide a strong impetus for the need of general
learning paradigms that are ‘complex’ enough to take these factors into account.
Current state of the art systems generally use a variant of supervised learning over large datasets
of collected logs to learn driving behavior [4, 1]. These systems typically consists of a modular
pipeline with different components responsible for perception, mapping, localization, actor prediction,
motion planning, and control [18, 6, 19, 11, 9]. The advantage they offer is the ease of interpretation
and ability to optimize subsystem parameters in an understandable way. However in practice, it
is extremely hard to tune these subsystems and replicate the intended behavior leading to poor
performance in new environments.
Another approach that has recently become popular is exploiting imitation learning where we aim to
learn a control policy for driving behavior by observing expert demonstrations [14, 1, 2, 12, 15, 21, 13].
The advantage of these methods are that the agent can be optimized using end to end deep learning to
learn the desired control behavior which significantly reduces the effort of tuning each component that
is common to more modular systems. The drawback however is that these systems are challenging to
scale and generalize to novel situations, since they can never outperform the expert agent and it is
impractical to obtain expert demonstrations for the all the scenarios that we care about.
Machine Learning for Autonomous Driving Workshop at the 33rd Conference on Neural Information Processing
Systems (NeurIPS 2019), Vancouver, Canada.

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) has recently made large strides towards solving sequential
decision making problems, including learning to play Atari games and completing complex robotic
manipulation tasks. The superhuman performance attained using this learning paradigm motivates
the question of whether it could be leveraged to solve the long standing goal of creating autonomous
vehicles. This approach of using reinforcement learning has inspired few recent works [3, 7, 10, 8]
that learn control policies for navigation task using high dimensional observations like images. The
previous approach using DRL [3] reports poor performance in navigation tasks, while the imitation
learning based approach [10] achieves better performance but suffers from poor generalizability.
Another work [6] only learns the lane following task for a constrained environment and use a
sparse reward structure that makes it challenging to learn. Moreover, learning policies from high
dimensional state spaces still remains challenging due to the poor sample complexity of most
model-free reinforcement learning algorithms.
In this paper, we propose an architecture where we combine the readily available low dimensional
trajectory way-points and vehicle pose with higher dimensional latent representation of semantically
segmented images that can be used to plan agents’ trajectories and control. We discuss our problem
formulation and DRL experimental setup, followed by our experimentation methodology in Section
2. We then discuss our results and conclude our work in Section 3.
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Problem Formulation & Methodology

We formulate our problem of learning to drive using reinforcement learning for which we define our
own reward function and environment within CARLA simulator (0.9.6) and train our learning agents
using this setup on 4 different driving tasks [3], defined in Section 2.2. We use PPO, an on-policy
model-free algorithm, [17, 5] to train our driving agents.
2.1

Reinforcement Learning setup

Our environment consists of our learning agent with other dynamic actors whose control actions
are defined by (s, t, b) where s is the steer, t is the throttle and b is the brake action. The s action
ranges between [-0.5, 0.5] whereas the t and b actions range between [0.0, 1.0]. We choose top-down
semantically segmented (SS) image as one of our state input that is easily obtained from the CARLA’s
semantic segmentation camera sensor. Given the current state-of-the-art architectures in perception,
we believe segmentation as a task can be trained in isolation and hence we focus on learning control
agents using DRL directly from SS images. We use convolutional neural network based Auto-Encoder
(AE) to reduce dimensionality of our SS image and use the bottleneck embedding as one of the inputs
to the agent policy network (Figure 1). We refer to the AE bottleneck embedding as h̃, and define it
in Equation (1) with g being the encoder function of our AE.
h̃ = g(SSimage )

(1)

Apart from our chosen sensors’ input, the agent also requires an input to guide its navigation. Past
approaches [3, 10] have used a higher level planner that directs the agent using high level commands
on turning. Instead of this, we propose to use trajectory waypoints to guide navigation, which
are readily available in real world autonomous vehicles. Given a source and destination location,
waypoints are intermediate locations pre-computed at a fixed resolution (2m) using standard path
finding algorithms and can be fetched easily from the CARLA simulator. We believe the features
computed from waypoints can provide a richer signal to the learning agent for navigation. The
waypoint features w̃ are computed using some generic function f defined by the next n waypoints
(w1 , w2 , ..., wn ) and agent’s current pose p. These features w̃ form the second input to our agent
policy network as defined in Equation (2).
w̃ = f (p, w1 , w2 , ..., wn )

(2)

For simplicity, we define the function f as the average angle between the vehicle orientation and the
next n = 5 waypoints but it can extended to work with any possible functional form. Our chosen
function is explained in further detail in Appendix (Figure 2 and Equation (4)).
The input representation is then fed into our policy network π(ŝ, v̂|h̃.w̃) (Figure 1) which consists of
a multi-layer perceptron and outputs (ŝ, v̂), where ŝ is the predicted steer action and v̂ is the predicted
target velocity for that timestep. To ensure better stability, we utilize a PID controller that computes
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Figure 1: Our Proposed architecture: The inputs to our architecture are semantically segmented (SS)
images and intermediate waypoints that we directly get from the CARLA simulator. The SS images
are encoded using a pretrained auto-encoder whose bottleneck encoding alongwith waypoint features
forms input to the policy network. The policy network outputs the control actions (ŝ, v̂) where ŝ is
the predicted steer, v̂ is the predicted target speed which is then mapped to predicted throttle and
brake (t̂, b̂) using a PID controller.
the predicted throttle t̂ and brake b̂ actions. We also design a simple and dense reward function R
that incentivizes our agent Rs based on its current speed u, penalizes Rd based on the perpendicular
distance d from the nominal trajectory and incurs Rc if it collides with other actors or goes outside the
road, denoted by indicator function I(c). Mathematically, our reward formulation can be described
from Equation 3.
R = Rs + Rd + I(c) ∗ Rc
Rs = α ∗ u; Rd = −β ∗ d; Rc = −γ ∗ u − δ

(3)

For each of the defined driving tasks, we set up each training episode as goal-directed navigational
scenarios, where an agent is initialized at a source location in town and has to reach to a destination
location. The episode is terminated as success case if the agent reaches within 10 m of the destination,
while it is terminated as failure case if the agent faces a collision, or doesn’t reach near destination
within maximum number of timesteps (10,000).
2.2

Experimentation & Methodology

We train and evaluate our agent on four increasingly difficult driving tasks - (a) Straight, (b) One
Turn, (c) Navigation and (d) Navigation with dynamic obstacles, which are part of the CARLA 1
benchmark [3]. In our setup, Town 1 is used for training and Town 2 for testing. Since the semantically
segmented (SS) images contain a class label per pixel, the convolutional auto-encoder (AE) is trained
to predict class label per pixel using reconstruction loss as the multi-class cross-entropy loss. The AE
is pretrained on SS images collected using an autonomous oracle agent in the training town to speed
up agent policy training. The AE’s bottleneck embedding (h̃) and waypoint features (w̃) are then fed
into the agent policy network which is trained using PPO algorithm.
We found that finetuning AE on the diverse SS images seen during training helps learn a better input
representation, enabling the agent to learn a better policy. The agent policy network and AE are
trained simultaneously and independently. For a fixed number of timesteps (nsteps ), the AE is kept
fixed and the agent policy is trained on transitions collected during those timesteps. Then the AE is
fine-tuned by optimizing on the most recent nsteps SS images collected in a buffer, and the training
continues. For each of the first three tasks, (a), (b) & (c), we train our agent on all the 25 scenarios
respectively by randomly choosing a scenario in each training step while continually testing on all
1

The existing benchmark suite is on CARLA version 0.8.4 and we ported the same benchmark scenarios for
evaluation in CARLA 0.9.6.
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Table 1: Quantitative comparison with other state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning approaches
on four goal-directed navigation tasks. The table reports the percentage (%) of successfully completed
episodes in each condition. Higher is better. The tested methods are: CARLA RL baseline (CARLA)
[3], CIRL [10], and our waypoint based DRL variants WRL and WRL+.
Task

Training Conditions

New Town

CARLA CIRL WRL WRL+

New Weather

CARLA CIRL WRL WRL+

New Town/New Weather

CARLA CIRL WRL WRL+

CARLA CIRL WRL WRL+

Straight

89

98

100

100

74

100

100

100

86

100

100

100

68

98

100

100

One Turn

34

97

100

99

12

71

100

99

16

94

100

99

20

82

100

99

Navigation

14

93

99

99

3

53

97

94

2

86

99

99

6

68

97

94

Navigation
Dynamic

7

82

65

79

2

41

46

60

2

80

65

79

4

62

46

60

the 25 scenarios for the corresponding tasks. Since the task (d) of navigation with dynamic obstacles
is same as the task (c) except the dynamic obstacles, we use the pre-trained agent from task (c) to
initialize our agent for task (d). We finally report performance as the percentage of successfully
completed episodes.
We experimented two variants of our above approach and setup of training the DRL agent policy.
WRL refers to the variant in which our PID controller used only throttle to control speed with
predicted break action b̂ and collision based penalty Rc set to zero. We present another variant of
our approach as WRL+ in which the PID controller predicts both throttle t̂ and brake b̂ to control
speed with the reward function defined in Equation 3. We observe this setup alone does not lead
to performance improvement on task (d) for which we add frame-skip (using the same action for
consecutive 10 frames) that helps in propagating the affect of each action further in time. Since
learning to brake with dynamic actors is challenging, we also pre-train our WRL+ agent on a simple
scenario in which the agent learns to brake by driving on a straight road with two stationary cars
blocking the road.
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Results & Conclusion

To compare our proposed variants WRL & WRL+, we choose CARLA RL [3] and CIRL [10] as
the baselines methods. We acknowledge that both the baseline methods use higher level navigation
features and RGB images in contrast to richer low level waypoint features and simpler semantically
segmented images used in our approach. The use of waypoint information is motivated from the fact
that real-time waypoint and GPS information is readily available in real-world autonomous vehicles
and hence can be combined with other visual features for training agents using DRL. Our evaluation
benchmarks are more stringent and realistic when compared to the baseline methods as we terminate
the episode on collision and count it as a failure case.
To report our reinforcement learning agent’s results, we train our DRL agents on all the driving tasks
for 3 random seeds and test it on all the 25 scenarios on both Town01 and Town02. For the task (d),
we test across 5 random seeds of dynamic actors and report the mean performance in Table 1. Our
results show that both of our model variants beat the current state-of-the-art methods using DRL
on all the driving tasks when compared with our true reinforcement learning baseline [3]. We also
observe similar performance to the CIRL baseline [10] which uses imitation learning as opposed
to the reinforcement learning as the training paradigm. We observe that our WRL+ variant gives
more improvement in performance when compared to the WRL due to the frame-skip that assists
in propagating the affect of each action further in time and also because of pre-traing on a simple
scenarios with learning to stop. We also observe that our results give the same performance across
different weathers as our input representation is invariant to change in weathers.
We demonstrate that our proposed architecture for learning to drive using the semantically segmented
image and waypoint features gives a significant improvement in performance when compared to the
existing DRL methods that learn from similar higher dimensional observation spaces. Our proposed
approach readily exploits from richer and finer waypoint features and uses it to learn to drive within
the CARLA simulator.
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4
4.1

Appendix
Waypoint feature function

We first discuss the waypoint function that is used to compute the waypoint features. Given the next n waypoints
(w1 , w2 , ..., wn ) and agent’s current pose p, we define the function f as the mean waypoint orientation between
the agent’s current pose and the next n waypoints. Mathematically the function f can be defined by Equation 4
and from Figure 2.
w̃θ =

n
1X
θp − θwi )
n i=1

(4)

Waypoints

Orientation
θ

Agent (vehicle)

Figure 2: Waypoint orientation that forms our observation space.
4.2

Model Hyper-parameters

To compute the coefficients of the reward function as described in Equation 3, we performed a grid search
over different values of α, β, γ & δ. For our experimental setup, we empirically found out α = β = 1 and
γ = δ = 250 to be the most stable configuration.
We also present the best setting of hyper-parameters that we used in our entire experimental setup.

Parameter

Value

PPO Learning Rate
Auto-encoder Learning Rate
Auto-encoder Finetune Learning Rate
Hidden Dimension AE
Entropy Coefficient
Frame-skip
N-steps
Max-steps
No of random seeds

2e-4
5e-3
1e-4
400
0.005
10
500
10000
5
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